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MALAMEGI LAB ART CONTEST

Malamegi Lab is the creative laboratory of Malamegi company.

Massimo Toffolo

Massimo is a curator and designer based in Udine, Italy.
He’s the art director of Malamegi Lab. He’s
involved, as independent curator, in construction and
development of various art projects. In 2009 he
co-founded the Aps Moho association, that manages the
Malamegi Lab contests since 2014.
He has worked for numerous artistic events; as an artist
he collaborated with many galleries of contemporary art.

Through Malamegi Lab it actively supports art and artists.
“MALAMEGI LAB 13 ART CONTEST” aims to be a selection of
high-quality artworks with a contemporary visual impact. The
competition’s aim is to promote the enrolled artist, giving them
chance to join the international market of contemporary art.
This aim will be pursued by taking advantage of the opportunities that
the contest offers:
- COLLECTIVE EXHIBITION
Collective exhibition of the 12 selected artists present in this catalog
in Rome at the art space of 28 PIAZZA DI PIETRA - Fine Art Gallery.
- COLLABORATION AGREEMENT PRIZE
Malamegi is raffling the creation of a new collection of works by the

Margherita Jedrzejewska

Margherita is an art historian and curator based between
Poland and Italy.
In 2009 she founded with Massimo Toffolo the Aps Moho
association. She’s the main editor of various websites
focused on contemporary art.

selection of one artist among the 12 finalists of the contest.
- ACQUISITION PRIZE
Malamegi Lab will acquire one among 12 final artworks. This artwork
will become part of the Malamegi Lab’s private collection.
- CASH PRIZE
At the end of the collective exhibition, to an artist among the 12
selected will be awarded a cash prize. The prize is a contribution to
the development of art and artist’s aesthetic research.
- MONOGRAPHIC CATALOGUE PRIZE
A monographic book will be dedicated to one of the finalists.
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28 PIAZZA DI PIETRA - FINE ART GALLERY
Palazzo Ferrini-Cini
Piazza di pietra 28
00186 Rome
www.28piazzadipietra.com

The Gallery is situated in the centre of Rome, at number 28
in Piazza di Pietra.
The space is born with the purpose of creating, within this
unique location, a new hub dedicated to Art and culture.

28 PIAZZA DI PIETRA - Fine Art Gallery

The project is conceived as an interaction centre, with the
aim of allowing a dynamic mix of idea generation and artistic
production.
The intent of the gallery is to promote contemporary Art and
its multiple expressions with a particular focus on the
photographic medium both locally and on an international
level.
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28 PIAZZA DI PIETRA - Fine Art Gallery
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28 PIAZZA DI PIETRA - Fine Art Gallery
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12 - Anetta Ay-Man
18 - Bryan Ley
24 - Chirag Jindal
30 - Christopher Sheils
36 - Giotto Andrea Riva
42 - Gordon Ellis-Brown

ARTISTS

48 - Grégoire Vorpe
54 - Karla Kantorovich
60 - Ling-Li Wang
66 - Naama Freedman
72 - Sarah Leahy
78 - Yumi Yagi
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Anetta Ay-Man
Russian Federation
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ANETTA AY-MAN

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

COLOR COMPOSITION NO.5
Digital photography
56,6 x 84,01cm (without frame)
2018
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ANETTA AY-MAN

Artwork description

“A line is a fuse
that’s lit.
The line smolders,
the rhyme explodes ―
and by a stanza
a city
is blown to bits.”
― Vladimir Mayakovsky

COLOR COMPOSITION NO.5
“Color composition no.5” is part of an abstract series dedicated to reflections on
color, geometry and light in photography. This work is the main work of the series
since it is a pure tribute to Johannes Itten and Piet Mondrian. Blue and yellow relate to Itten’s theory of colour, the black and the form of objects relate to Mondrian’s
mesh. Shadows are the only key to understand that the work isn’t a digital image
but a photo and mainly, shadows show that without light there can’t be no colour.
No matter what system of colours will rule society, or how Itten and Mondrian tried
to rule colour itself, shadows will be there to remind everyone that colours are just
toys, a game for us to play until light is no more. This work, then, is the way for the
artist to joke on the concept of relativity and life.
The photo is printed on 240g/m2 luster paper. Luster is a satin photo paper which
resembles pearl in its visual appearance. It produces vivid colours with sharp
details, rich blacks and smooth tonality. The paper is made of acid- free/optical
bleach-free alpha-cellulose. The photo is printed with Canon image PROGRAF
IPF8400 printer with 12-color ink system. This ink system provides wide color
range, seamless tone transitions, rich dark colors, ideal colouring and grey color
without grain.

I am shape. I am colour. I am light. Art is form. Art lies where life and death contrast each other. In between. Through cities, streets lies. Through streets, people walk. Through people, shapes exist. It is my job
to carve these ones into images. Taking inspiration from the works of Mark Rothko and Kazimir Malevich I
use bright colours and geometrical forms to convey a message that goes beyond humanity and life. It is not
about existence, but time. It is not about soul, but place. It is not about people, but feelings. I look for myself
in all my works ― the process is a pattern. A pattern I’ve seen too many times in my life, but one is the first.
In childhood I had a broken tv. Everything was too bright, colours were alive, broken, and most of them were
enhancing the yellow. I loved it. I have been growing up with these square box with stories inside it and
colours to explain it. My works are that tv. My photos are that tv. I am that child, sitting on the bottom of my
soul, carving in shapes and colours stories around me. I do not see myself as a photographer. I am alone,
and I am crowds. I am one, and I am hundreds. Silence and noise dance in old waltzers throughout my photos. Russia grew me up with the sense of clean order, German culture taught me all about Art, in lights and
shadows, and travelling all over the world gave me the tools to understand how to see humanity and places
as stories and shapes in my personal broken tv.
“And by a stanza a city is blown to bits”, so that in the mere and bright details of a giant monster such as
Society is I will show through my Art how I see time and space. Eventually I will complete the circle and
leave that bright broken tv turned on so that others will see.

Anetta Ay-Man is a Russian photographer and artist. She studied Graphic and Art Design at the Moscow Art
Industrial Institute and photography and filmmaking at the Academy of Photography, Design and Multimedia
of Moscow. The artist expresses in photos, paintings and visual art the game of lights and shadows through the shapes of geometry. Looking closely at her works it will be understandable how she believes in the
power of art in its more pure and basic instinct: to inspire. Many have been her volunteering experiences as
a photographer with non profit organisations for old people and children of Moscow (MosVolunteer). Being
an emerging and upcoming individual in the world of art her first exhibition has been made on June 13 2019
in Naples, Piazza Amedeo, for the event “Passeggiata di Frontiera”. The main goal in i.man’s expression is
giving shape and form to the most simple objects in the most interesting and mystical way.
Education
2010-2012 Moscow Art Industrial Institute (Graphic Design)
2012-2016 Moscow Art Industrial Institute (Art Design)
2016-2018 Academy of Photography, Design and Multimedia, Photo School “PHOTOGRAPH” ( Courses: “Photograf”; “Commercial
Photography”; “Specialisation Portrait”; “Filmmaking”).
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Bryan Ley
France
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BRYAN LEY

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

DORMEUSE / SLEEPER
Acrylic on fabric
100x150 cm
2019
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BRYAN LEY

Artwork description
Bryan Ley’s painting deals with the human representation, with an anonymous humanity who is more
searching for a reinvented world than his own identity. The artist claims a figurative approach but without
storytelling. We can see his ambition to promote the medium through his researches around the surface
with materials like fabric or wood.

DORMEUSE / SLEEPER

Black, grey and white are dominant but sometimes colors are emerging through a stretched fabric on which
the artist painted faces, hairs, arms, legs striking from the overall. Sometimes whole body seems to be
catch on a patterned fabric, like a prisoner. We can find a piece of reality thanks to the collage and fragmentary integration of raw materials into the painted surface. A link which erases the distance between his
painting and the world.

Working mainly with acrylics on various media like fabric, canvas or wood panel,
my painting uses contrasts of black and white and shades of grey.

However, blacks and greys impose themselves on his paintings creating an austere and eerie atmosphere
with these bodies folded on themselves, elongated, without movement or even sitting, stuck in their own
thoughts. These women and these men, all Young, rather than being human, are attitudes, walking towards
an indefinite place. Is it the reflection of our society ?

My work depicts models from sources ranging from my own photo collection to
images from magazines.

1988. Born in Lima (Peru). He Lives and Works in Haute-Vienne (France).

My intention is to transform the original image by changing its context; constantly
seeking new ways of representing and of rendering it.
These new representations of images persistently suggest a sense of mystery. I
concentrate on different angles, scenes and specific details to try and create indeterminate moments: an uneasy atmosphere that is both out of time and as if the
individual is implicated in some unsettling scenario.

Education
2012 – 2013 Atelier libre la Grande Chaumière, Paris
2010 – 2011 École supérieur de peinture Van Der Kelen, Brussels (Belgium) 2007 – 2010 École d’Arts Appliqués, Poitiers
Awards
2017 First Prize painting, Institut Culturel Bernard Magrez, Bordeaux 2011 Médaille de Bronze école Van Der Kelen, Brussels (Belgium)
Solo exhibitions
2019 Galerie Artset, modern and contemporary art, Limoges
2018 « Figure », Institut culturel Bernard Magrez, Bordeaux
Galerie La Source, La Teste-de-Buch.
2016 « Peintures récentes », Chapelle de la Visitation, Limoges
2015 Galerie Rive Droite, Saint-Etienne
Galerie Mairie du 7ème arrondissement, Paris
Yohann Gallery (Paintings and drawings), Paris
Galerie la Pavé d’Orsay, Paris
2014 « Entre noirs et blancs » Galerie Crous Beaux-Arts, Paris
2011 La Galerie, Limoges
Group exhibitions
2019 Cultural center Laurentine Teillet, Saint-Junien
2018 Galerie Ysatis, Paris
« trajectoires et déplacements » Biennale d’art contemporain, Cachan
2017 « Never give up » Grand Prix Bernard Magrez Château Labottière, Bordeaux
2016 International art fair Art3F, Brussels (Belgium)
Salon d’Automne, Champs-Élysées/Concorde, Paris
Galerie des Hospices, Limoges
2015 Art Capital (Comparaisons), Grand Palais, Paris
Salon MAC Paris, Paris
Sm’Art, Aix-en-Provence
2014 Cultural center and communal, Pierrefitte-sur-seine
2013 Salon MAC Paris, Paris
Media, Press
2017 Reportage France 3 Limousin
2015 Art actuel n°99
2014 L’hebdo des ventes aux enchères « La Gazette Drouot » (n°17)
Collection
Collection Bernard Magrez. Bordeaux
www.bryanley.com
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Chirag Jindal
New Zealand
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CHIRAG JINDAL

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

NO.12, THE UNCANNY

From serie “Into The Underworld”
Terrestrial LiDAR Scan - Latex Print on Acrylic Lightbox
600mm x 600mm x 60mm
2018
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CHIRAG JINDAL

Artwork description

New Zealand-based artist Chirag Jindal works at the intersection of documentary journalism, new media art
and cartography, and draws upon his background in architectural studies.

NO.12, THE UNCANNY
Jindal’s current practice explores his subjects through the gaze of an emerging
form of laser imaging technology known as LiDAR - a method otherwise applied in
surveying landscapes, built environments and archaeological ruins. Using light as
a medium, this instrument registers its surroundings in millions of precisely-measured points, translating the physical world into a digital facsimile. When present,
colour is sourced from a traditional photographic process, where the saturated
hues of textures and surfaces are mapped onto each individual point of data.
In his latest work, Jindal employs this technique to document the lava caves of
Auckland, an unseen, dilapidated landscape devastated by a century of rapid
urban sprawl. This ancient network of subterranean spaces - once the wāhi tapu
(sacred) grounds for urupā (burial) - now lie under the suburban boundaries of
private backyards, tree-lined streets, public schools and petrol stations, where
construction debris, stormwater pipes and rubbish heaps litter the inside. Reduced
to urban myths and fictional narratives, their existence is not common knowledge
amongst the wider public and are largely ignored by the developers that destroy
them. The caves lie less than a few metres under the surface, and upon discovery
are filled with concrete and rubble to make way for roads, multi-unit apartments,
public hospitals and housing blocks. While more than 50 sites have been recorded
in the past, very few will remain by the end of the century.
Carrying heavy LiDAR instruments and collaborating with a team of speleologists,
local landowners and city council, Jindal has crawled through roadside manholes
and streetfront garages to record significant cave sites across the city. The formerly invisible caves - rumoured rather than known - are indexed as scientificallyobserved coordinates and projected onto the plane of a cartesian grid. The resulting images are not merely sketches or second-hand accounts, but tracings of the
world. In them we find an exposed dichotomy, pitting vehicles, roads, trees, houses
and other mundane paraphernalia against huge underground cavities transformed
by the debris of this suburban surface.

Education:
2013, University of Auckland, Bachelor of Architectural Studies
2016, University of Auckland, Master of Architecture (First Class Honours)
Group Exhibitions
2016
Four Futures, George Fraser Gallery, Auckland NZ
2017
World Illustration Awards, AOI, Somerset House, London UK
The Auckland School: Celebrating the Centenary of the University of Auckland School of Architecture and Planning, Gus Fisher Gallery, Auckland NZ
2019
RT Nelson Emerging Artist Award, NZ Art Fair, Wellington NZ
Sunny Art Prize, Sunny Art Centre, London UK (Oct 2019)
Malamegi Lab 13, Piazza Di Pietra Gallery, Rome IT (Sep 2019)
Central Otago Arts Gold, Central Stories Museum and Art Gallery, Dunedin NZ (Sep 2019)
Solo Exhibitions
2018
Into The Underworld / Ngā Mahi Rarowhenua, Silo 6, Auckland NZ
Collections
Private Collections, Auckland NZ
Private Collections, Wellington NZ
Private Collections, Melbourne AUS
Publications
The Architecture of Katabasis, MArch. Thesis, 2016
The Architecture of Katabasis, The Art of the Point Cloud, 2018
Into The Underworld / Ngā Mahi Rarowhenua: A catalogue of critical texts, 2018
Awards
NZIA Student Design Award 2014
NZIA Student Design Award 2015
DINZ Best Design Awards 2016
AOI World Illustration Awards 2017 (Finalist)
The Lumen Prize 2018 (Finalist)
RT Nelson Emerging Artist Award 2019
NZ Art Fair People’s Choice Award 2019

Through an elaborate exercise in mapping, Jindal takes an empirical approach to
bring something fictionalised and inaccessible into the domain of public visibility,
casting a new form of light on something to be recognised, preserved and managed as a shared heritage.
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Christopher Sheils
Australia
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CHRISTOPHER SHEILS

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

BETWEEN THE YEARS

Archival Digital Print on Hahnemuhle Photo Rag - Composite of two images
101.6cm X 67.7cm
New York - 2018
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CHRISTOPHER SHEILS

Artwork description

BETWEEN THE YEARS
Its About Time
The Time collection was first started as an experiment in 2016 and consists of five completed series and the current one in progress. The first was called Time is an Illusion - Entropy
is Real and each subsequent series has had the working titles, Second Time, More Time,
Extra Time and Full Time, before the last, Next Time became Fake Views.
Time is an Illusion resulted from studies into creativity utilising sources from psychology and
the neuro-sciences. The images consisted of multiple unrelated images merged together at
the point of optimal ambiguity to create a conflict in the brain’s perception of the print. The
print, ‘Time is an Illusion’, the first image was a finalist in the 2016 Brisbane Art Prize.
When I describe the optimal point of ambiguity I refer to an illusion, called the Necker Cube.
It is a wireframe cube which when viewed changes orientation spontaneously and the
viewer has no control over this when it occurs. The inference made from the Necker Cube illusion is that the brain is incapable of perceiving multiple conflicting realities simultaneously.
In the case of the images in the Time is an Illusion series, the brains responses when
confronted by two competing and unrelated images is either to switch between possible
perceptions (as in the Necker Cube) or to merge the two realities into a plausible unreality.
In the former situation, the brain will ignore one reality at the expense of the other and of
switch its attention to the other at the expense of the former.
In the situation when the brain interprets the two realities as a plausible unreality, any
data or detail that doesn’t support the interpretation will be disregarded. The capacity for a
photograph to achieve this response requires the photograph to emulate real life as it would
be perceived by the viewer with alterations to the placement of objects within the image
in a manner which their placement conflicts with learned visual depth cues. As the images
evolved from photomontage to surrealist, the refinement of the image due to experimentation and development of new techniques enabled prints to be made which facilitate this
response.
The resulting images in Full Time, were realistic looking images which on closer inspection
revealed a nonsensical landscape such as ‘Of Mice and Men’ where closer inspection of an
ordinary urban landscape revealed a boom gate built through an open doorway rendering
both of them useless. Thematically, these images utilise the inherent duality to represent the
absurd policy outcomes that occur when two opposing political factions refuse to compromise.

Christopher Sheils was born and raised in Melbourne. On leaving school he studied Photography at RMIT
whilst working full time as an assistant photographer. He worked commercially, specifically in advertising
and food until leaving the industry in 2000 and currently works as a Psychiatric Nurse.
Freed from the constraints of commercial work, he continued to maintain a singular passion for photography
and returned to shooting and experimenting for his own pleasure. Presently, he works for nine months of the
year and in the remaining three months, travels, exhibits and shoots around the world.
Since leaving the industry Christopher has developed an interest in psychology and the neurosciences, particularly semiotics, visual and cognitive perception and aesthetics. This has influenced his most recent work
which is based on duality and conflict. The merging of competing images, and the unusual visual results
arising, becomes metaphorical of duality in our lives at a personal and societal level. His most recent series,
Fake Views, utilises discovered techniques to create conflict with the brains learned depth cues to create
Escher like illusions.
In 1999 Christopher won the AIPP Victorian Advertising Photographer of the Year Award.
In 2016 he exhibited his first print in the members exhibition of the LACP and was shortlisted for the Brisbane Art Prize. He is a member of the Los Angeles Centre for Photography, the Soho Photo Group in New
York and represented by the Fabrik Project Gallery in Los Angeles.

At face value, this might appear to be a long stretch in the interpretation of the images and
this is dependent upon the highly individualistic nature of semiotics. For semiotics to work
as a universality, it would appear to be dependent on the existence of Jung’s collective
unconscious. Certainly, there exist symbols of universal recognition but the reality is that
these are very few and that recognition has its genesis in learning. The relative dearth of
commonality and the diversification of culture of populations around the planet would also
tend to contradict the possibility of a collective unconscious. Its a consequence, allocation
of symbolism would be directly attributable to the author.
In this latest series, Fake Views, the style has developed more towards illusion although
there remains no clear delineation between the bodies of work and some images are clearly
transitionary. Much of our visual perception is learnt in our first couple of years and is dependent on visual cues such as a distant object appears smaller than a closer object, and
that a distant object will be obscured by a nearer object. The more illusory of the images
uses the juxtaposition of the scenic components to bend the rules relating to these visual
cues.
Thematically, the images reflect on aspects of division and conflict in society. According
to Pascal’s Wager, the existence of God can be neither proven nor disproven. Similarly,
populations are becoming increasingly divided politically between the left and the right,
progressive and conservative yet each individual in a population can be visualised as attitudinally on some point between the extremes on a Bell Curve. There is no truth, no empirical
evidence to support any of the extremes yet to a greater or lesser extent each is driven by
attitude, emotion ignorance and prejudice to be positioned where they are in the continuum.
Major political parties have become so expert in manipulation through fear and greed that
empirical evidence is secondary and to an objective observer what is being offered and
presented by the self acclaimed elites is illusory bordering on the absurd.
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Giotto Andrea Riva
Italy
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GIOTTO ANDREA RIVA

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

STILL ALIVE
Oil on canvas
50x60 cm
2019
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GIOTTO ANDREA RIVA

Artwork description

STILL ALIVE
The painting was born from the study of the great masters, it tries to propose a
classic style made of soft colors, delicate brushstrokes and games of soft light.
However, its goal is to get to the man of today, to the fragility and addictions of
each of us through melancholy references such as avarice generated by money or
suffering generated by abuse.
In “Still alive” we represent the pain and suffering of each of us through the symbol
of vice embraced by a dark, elegant and nostalgic atmosphere. Like Baudelaire in
“The Flowers of Evil”, the artist tries to clear the western conception of the continuous distinction between Good and Evil. The title then plays with irony, the word
still life has a great history and tradition. Its meaning is a clear contradiction with
the subject of the painting.

Giotto Riva was born in Milan in 1998. After studying in Monza at the art school ‘Preziosissimo Sangue’ he
attended the Academy of Fine Arts in Barcelona, where drawing, painting and sculpture were being taught
according to traditional renaissance principles. He’s aim is not only to capture the beauty of nature but also
to re-propose in a classical and figurative way the joys and weaknesses of contemporary society.
EDUCATION
2011 - 2016
Tertiary School, Liceo artistico Preziosissimo Sangue
2017 - 2019
Barcelona Academy of Art
WORK EXPERIENCE
Graphic Design & Logo creation, Intership at WhoodBroklyn
Photography, Post-production and Darkroom development, Intership at Brera University
2018
Collective exhibition : Error at Peregolibri, Barzanb lc, Italy
2018
Collective exhibition - Morlotti Prize at Museo della Permanente, Milano, Italy
2019
Collective exhibition - Arts in Rome Prize at Margutta home, Roma, Italy
2019
Solo exhibition - Micromuseo , Monza, Italy
www.giottoriva.com
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Gordon Ellis-Brown
United Kingdom
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GORDON ELLIS-BROWN

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

UNTITLED XV - HOUSTON WE HAVE A PROBLEM (SPACE)
Acrylic, pigment, mixed media on wood panel (diptych)
147x70 cm
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GORDON ELLIS-BROWN

Artwork description

UNTITLED XV - HOUSTON WE HAVE A PROBLEM (SPACE)

Tribes. Honour. Celebration.
Origin. Authenticity. Integrity.
Land. Ocean. Space.

“A visual discourse covering aspects of space exploration, ancient marks of indigenous people and a play on our relationship with the universe.

Gordon Ellis-Brown opens a dialogue between ancient history, pop culture, space science and how he views
the future of planet earth. Focusing on each image before relocating its context is a way of celebrating the
enduring materiality of images whilst safeguarding the vulnerability of others. This dissonance subverts,
disrupts and enriches our recognition of the visual world.

Through Ellis-Brown’s work in Final Frontier, we see connections between deities,
transfixions with ancient gods and a modern day idealism. With his treatment of
aligning varying mediums of paint, pigments, metallics and photography, his work
reveals parallels between astronauts and the early pioneers who discovered and
claimed new lands.
Endless space, an arbitrary solar system, home to a fragile world with diverse
tribes, each leaving their own monumental marks. Everything is connected. EllisBrown’s quest is to reveal those connections.”

Ellis-Brown’s practice was born from growing up in a seaside hotel during the late 1960’s and early 70’s,
surrounded by an extended family of transient strangers, with little room to call his own. During his early
years, the Apollo space missions and the iconic western movies were indelibly etched onto his mind, a form
of escapism, but the extraordinary and unworldliness also captured his imagination - planets, alien visitations, cowboys and indians.
From a childhood by the sea to his later travels in California and New Mexico, Ellis-Brown’s experiences
have inspired him to seek the common ground, by revealing fundamental truths in conflicting beliefs and
cultural traditions. He draws on his graphic design roots, using iconic imagery, immersive colour, symbolism
- quite commonly in the form of petroglyphs and photography, using a complex process of paint, pigments,
encaustic and collage to create his work.
Everything is connected. Ellis-Brown’s quest is to reveal those connections, making the hidden become
visible.
Ellis-Brown has exhibited widely in the UK and abroad, including the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition.
His work is held in collections throughout the world and he is a member of the Newlyn Society of Artists.
www.gordonellisbrown.com
https://www.instagram.com/gordonellisbrown
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Grégoire Vorpe
Switzerland
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GRÉGOIRE VORPE

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

J’ACCEPTE

ink pad - ink on cloth canvas - 238 lines, 31,000 characters (excluding spaces)
123 x 83 cm
2018
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GRÉGOIRE VORPE

Artwork description

J’ACCEPTE
In 2019 an article in a Swiss newspaper stated that it took about five hours to read
the entire IOS license terms (iPhone). Do you know someone who has already
taken the time to do it? And yourself?
If not, then enjoy the bargain! I took the trouble to reproduce the terms with ink
stamp, letter after letter.

At the beginning of each of my creations there is a thinking about the technique. It is therefore the “how”
rather than the “what” that is at the origin of each work. I like to vary the pleasures, and in fact the methods:
ink pad, oil pencil, plastic, Lego or labels collages. Seeing my paintings in the same room could be thought
of as creations from several artists. In all cases, my works have a common denominator: it is a combination
of small elements that give birth to a higher set.
The second aspect of my creative process is the message. Each of my works refers more or less obviously
to a drift of our society: mistakes of globalization, artificial intelligence, plastic pollution, trademark interference, ecosystem depletion, etc. Without being an activist, I make my creations raise questions, open a
debate.
Once the technique and the subject determined, I put all my energy into the realization. This one is precise
and tedious. I like that the result reflects an investment in time and above all shows the passion that I put in
my achievements.
As for the general aesthetics of my works, I wish that it is harmonious and creates enthusiasm and emotion.
I was born in 1979 in La Chaux-de-Fonds, Switzerland. I studied in that city, then Geneva and finally Neuchâtel. Master degree in occupational psychology, professional background in human resources, product
management and customer care.
I started to create artworks in 2018. My place of creation is in Lausanne, Switzerland.
I am also a co-founder of RePlastic, a small plastic recycling company, which is behind some of my creations (Fish Sticks, Kim Jong Un, Plastic Ever).
Art exhibitions
2019, Galerie Artishow, Lausanne, Suisse
www.gregoirevorpe.ch
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Karla Kantorovich
Mexico
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KARLA KANTOROVICH

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

TESTIMONY

Fabric, objects, thread, yarn, acrylic paint
2019
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KARLA KANTOROVICH

Artwork description

TESTIMONY

The piece is an assemblage made out of different things sewn together, materials
that have been places, that tell a story. The parts sewn together make a tapestry,
a composition that looks like one piece, even though it’s made of parts. The piece
is then intervened with paint , and it’s distressed, weathered, revealing a sense of
the passage of time.

Karla Kantorovich was born in Mexico City and lives in Miami. She works with paintings, fibers and assemblages, leaning into the importance of texture and dimensionality as a way of exploring renewal.Currently
she is pursuing her Masters in studio art at Florida International University while actively exhibiting her
works on multiple international platforms such as the 2017 XI International Biennial of Contemporary Art in
Florence, Italy, and 2016’s National Wet Paint MFA Biennial in Chicago. Recent exhibitions include the 2019
MFA exhibition at the Frost Art Museum. In addition Kantorovich was awarded the Ratcliffe Incubator Art +
Design Fellowship Award in 2018.
Everything wears down. Objects, things in nature, our bodies, they are impermanent. All things are in a constant state of becoming and dissolving. I find beauty in the imperfection, in the passage of time, in the rusty
and old,even in decay. I understand deterioration as a part of the process of life, the circle of nature, the death, of the physical. I enjoy objects at the moment of fragility when they are approaching into nothingness.
The materials I use tell a story: they have been places, the wear and tear make them valuable to me. I
revive the materials and give them hope.I make the fragile strong by mending discarded remnants into vast
assemblages that present the history of many who have been forgotten. I unify all the different surfaces that
resemble scars and hurts from their past. I see its light. I see a new beginning, I heal through the process
by transforming what already exists into what I feel it needs to become, and assemble a whole new puzzle:
one that is multidimensional, multi textured and one that combines old, new, extraordinary, and mundane.
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Ling-Li Wang
Taiwan
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LING-LI WANG

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

TOWN 01 THE MODEL
Clay, foam, spray paint
32x22x21 cm
2019
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LING-LI WANG

Artwork description

TOWN 01 THE MODEL
It’s a representation of my previous drawing series “the Town”--- an ant-like creature and a boat-like object standing on a desert-like land.
I believe it’s the material face of the society that makes us far from the true heart,
so that we’re distinct. This series of drawings talk about a parallel world of the
earth, an imagined world where all the living beings are equal, where all the cultures are merged. I give it an appearance that is similar to a children book, so the
adults can forget the reality and try to turn back to the naive nature of their childhood.

I am a non-traditional artist who create with ballpoint pens, drawing pads and a lot of passion.
I started to play with drawing tools about twenty years ago, but it all began from a midnight 10 years ago,
when I was feeling paralyzed after thousands of ordinary days of lifetime. I inadvertently grabbed a piece of
paper and a pencil nearby at the entrance of my house, and suddenly, I felt strongly my hunger for drawing.
I drew, I forgot for what I planned to go out. From the moment that, something inside me was linked to my
pen. My inside world was translated into images....and that cured me. I drew till my tears overwhelmed my
eyes.
In all my series, the images tell the histories about my growth, my gains, my pains, my hopes and my fears.
As I always say, “Creation is the way how I talk to myself.” I create, then I grow. When I draw, I question. I
question back, I answer, I seek, then I break through. And then, my art becomes not only a reflection of the
changes in my life, but also the power who changes the life.
What I’m seeking is always a very-honest-dialogue between my heart and my thought. It’s so true and so
fragile. I appreciate that I’ve learned how to draw, so that I can meet the true face of my heart and grow up
again together with her.
Studied the mechanical drawing in vocational high school, I established my style of exquisite strokes in drawing. After graduated, I worked in the field of 2D and 3D computer drawing during several years. In 2000,
all changed. By coincidence, I started practicing aromatherapy. In my aromatherapy shop opened some
years later, I met my mentor of art creating, HSIA Cheng Guo, former professor of Paris American Academy
in France and founder of French Art Education Associ- ation in Taiwan.
In the beginning I learned to paint with traditional medias like other ones. However, I sought for things more
interesting and more different, so my teacher led me to discover the world of art therapy and psychoanalysis. At this point in time I found my road of creating.
EDUCATION
1990/09-1992/06
Oriental Institute of Technology, New Taipei City, Taiwan Diploma of 2-Year College in Clothing Engineering
AWARD
2019
“There is a castle on a cloud” JIA Illustration Award 2019 / Bronze Award
2019
WANG LING-LI ART artworks Indigo Design Award / Gold in Illustration
2019
WANG LING-LI ART branding Indigo Design Award / Silver in Branding
2019
Series “Fairyland” Communication Arts Illustration Competition / Winner in Illustration - Unpublished
EXHIBITION
2019/09
Group exposition ”International Graphic Art Festival – UNI Graphica 2019”
upcoming
The Krasnodar regional art museum named after F. Kovalenko / Krasnodar, Russia
2018/09
Solo exposition ”Une Époque de Chaos Est Déjà Décompressée” Galerie Saint Gilles of GoShowrooms / in Le Marais, Paris
PUBLICATION
2018/09
Art Book ”Une Époque de Chaos Est Déjà Décompressée” in French / self-publishing / in Taiwan & France
COLLECTION
2019
“Urban Noise” / The Krasnodar regional art museum named after F. Kovalenko, Russia
https://wanglingliart.com
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Naama Freedman
Israel
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NAAMA FREEDMAN

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

AND I ACTED ON MY FANTASIES
Video installation, 5:11
2019
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NAAMA FREEDMAN

Artwork description

AND I ACTED ON MY FANTASIES
In the video installation “And I Acted on My Fantasies” the artist uses the phenomenon of serial killers as a reference point to explore the darker side of human
nature, testing the links between sexuality and violence and the boundaries of
rational behavior. The video shows the artist reciting a text constructed from interviews held with serial killers which were found on Youtube. The narrative created
by editing together sentences spoken originally by the (male) killers themselves
raises questions about fantasy, control and passion, and the notion of determinism.
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Naama Freedman is an Israeli artist, musician, and stage performer based in Hamburg. Originally from Tel
Aviv, she was trained both as a classical and jazz pianist and singer and furthermore studied classical composition and bass guitar. She earned a bachelor’s degree in philosophy and history from Tel Aviv University,
and later went on to study theater at Beit Zvi School of the Performing Arts. She performs as an actress and
singer in various stage productions in Germany and in Israel ranging from concerts to musicals, as well as
more experimental art performances. As a visual artist, Naama Freedman creates video installations and
performances featuring live interaction with video. As a musician she has been involved in several musical
projects over the years and in recent years also performs as a DJ. She is currently studying multimedia
composition at the Hochschule für Musik und Theater Hamburg.
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Sarah Leahy
United States of
America
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SARAH LEAHY

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

CURTAINS

Black India ink painted onto plexiglass
55 x 43 inches
2018
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SARAH LEAHY

Artwork description

CURTAINS
I am a New York based artist who creates paintings and constructions using black
India ink painted onto the surface of 1/4” clear sanded plexiglass. I have developed a unique painting process that builds layer upon layer of delicate ink washes,
creating soft grays and deep blacks, while removing areas of ink with sandpaper to
yield luminous white. Darker areas are built up with ink while lighter areas are sanded out, allowing you to view through the translucent glass. Refracted light is held
within the body of each piece of glass, causing a complex dimensionality. Each
piece of glass is attached to the wall with screws through the surface. The overt
materiality of the work; ink made of carbon soot and water, glass made of extruded
acrylic, steel hardware, contrasts with and heightens the atmospheric effect.
We move through the day often diverted from the experience or particular space
we inhabit. I want to pay attention to the quiet, distinguishing moments - by rendering conditions of light in the particular spaces we inhabit. The form and the process of making my paintings embody a huge compression of time and at- tention,
allowing me to give a subtle painterly body to the imagery and tones, offering an
enriched per- ceptual experience.

I have presented eight solo exhibitions at the Kim Foster Gallery in New York between 1998 and 2015. This
year I am exhibiting at Piazza di Pietra Gallery in Rome, Italy, in “Contemporary Sculpture” in Brooklyn, NY,
and the Mattatuck Museum in Connecticut. Select other exhibitions I have appeared in were: The Katonah
Museum of Art in NY, The Naples Art Association in FL, The Alexandria Museum of Art in LA, The Axis Gallery in CA, The University of North Carolina in DL, The Visual Arts Center in NJ, The Albright Knox Gallery
in NY, The National Academy Museum in NY, The Bronx Museum of the Arts in NY, as well as Art Miami and
Art Chicago. I have received a New York Foundation for the Arts Grant, a Yale University Norfolk Fellowship
and a B.A. from Bennington College. I am an ongoing studio member of The Elizabeth Foundation for the
Arts. My work is in private collections in New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, Seattle, Dallas, Pittsburgh, Maine, Montreal and London. I was reviewed in the New York Times by Grace Gluck where she described: “ Her aim is to capture light..This is the path she has chosen and it works.”

The body of light refracting through the translucent acrylic glass combined with the
luminous mono- chromatic tones of black to white, create a concentrated presence. The work invites attentiveness, while also a slowing down for the observer.
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Yumi Yagi
Japan
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YUMI YAGI

Selected artist Malamegi LAB 13

ECHO

Hand embroidery, Weaving, Natural dyeing, Felting, Spinning
154cm x 101cm x 2cm
2019
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YUMI YAGI

Artwork description

Fiber/Textile artist

ECHO

EDUCATION
2015-2016
London College of Fashion, UAL
Fashion Textiles, Embroidery
London, UK

In my artwork “Echo”, I draw inspiration from something intangible and ethereal
that is incapable of being described and perceived by the senses although it seems to exist in reality.

2011-2015
Keio University
(BA) Aesthetics and Science of Arts
Tokyo, JAPAN

My artwork is handmade.
All threads are spun out of raw materials such as cotton, wool and pineapple fiber
with a spinning wheel. Natural dyes are used for all materials in this work. In addition to handmade wool felt and hand-woven fabric by spun threads, the surface
of the work is embroidered by hand. These elements are mingled together in my
work.

The 9th International Biennial Exhibition of Mini Textile Art “Scythia”
Ivano-Frankivs’k, Ukraine
June 6-21, 2019 (juried)

EXHIBITION
International FIBER ARTS IX Exhibition
Sebastopol Center for the Arts, USA
August 2 – September 8, 2019 (juried)

24th Arts in Harmony 2019 Annual International Show
Hopkins Center for the Arts, USA
January 10 – February 17, 2019 (juried)
Travelling Show, Arts North
American Swedish Institute, USA
February 22 - March 24, 2019 (juried)
International Art Competition “Drawing”
Art Room Gallery Online exhibition 2018 (juried)
PUBLICATION
APÉRO Catalogue Fine Art Collection “Warmth”
July 2019 (juried)
TEXTILE SKILLS
Hand Embroidery / Weaving / Natural dyeing / Spinning / Felting / Crochet

https://yumiyagi.pb.online
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Special thanks to all participant artists
We want to do the right homage to all the artists that have participated in
this, and in the previous editions of the contest. All, without exception, have
shown not only commitment and quality but also an enthusiasm that only
the artists can have. Through their work they wanted to show their point of
view, proving that now art is more alive and ferment than ever.
A constant and significant job, each artist injects us his own ideas and his

SPECIAL THANKS

techniques because of personal experiences. It ‘s a unique and important
source not only for us but especially for the culture which is always related
to the art. To all of them goes our recognition and our compliments, hoping
that to everyone will be given the right space and mode to demonstrate
their talent. A wish that we take very seriously and we’ll do what is necessary for this to happen.
Malamegi Lab Staff
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